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Welcome to NewBit
Autumn is always an exciting time of year, as it brings 

with it a new group of exceptional young minds to the 

institute for Quantum computing.

last fall, iQc collaborated with waterloo’s math, science 

and engineering faculties to launch the quantum 

information graduate studies program, which offers an 

unprecedented breadth of study in this cutting-edge field.

i’m delighted to welcome all the new scholars who have 

come to waterloo from around the world to pursue 

quantum information science. i would also like to thank 

the exceptional students who made the inaugural year of 

the graduate program a great success. 

Because quantum information is still a relatively new 

branch of science, the young researchers who are 

pursuing it today will make pioneering discoveries that 

will shape the technologies of tomorrow. 

the biggest breakthroughs in quantum information 

have yet to be made. our goal at iQc is to give young 

scientists an unrivaled education, the best tools and the 

collaborative opportunities needed to take the field in 

exciting new directions.

Raymond Laflamme | Executive Director, IQC  
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scIence 
hiGhliGhts

iQc faculty, postdoctoral fellows and students 

have continued to set the global standard for 

quantum information research over the past term. 

here is a sampling of their cutting-edge research 

published recently in leading academic journals.

optics team tests new 
uncertainty principle
ExpErimEntaL invEstigation of thE uncErtainty 

principLE in thE prEsEncE of quantum mEmory 

and its appLication to witnEssing EntangLEmEnt, 

Nature Physics (JuLy 24, 2011). 

in a recent issue of Nature Physics, iQc optics researchers 

explained how they experimentally tested a novel variant 

of a cornerstone principle in physics — and discovered a 

useful new application for it.

the researchers tested a new uncertainty principle  

(a variation of the famous heisenberg uncertainty 

Principle) and verified its theoretical predictions. what’s 

more, they showed that the new relation described by 

the uncertainty principle can be used as an effective 

“entanglement witness.” 

“in physics it is always important to test theoretical predictions, especially ones that are as fundamentally important as this 

one, because it might have widespread implications in the future,” said iQc postdoctoral fellow RobeRt pRevedel, who 

conducted the experiments with iQc researchers deny Hamel and kent FIsHeR, along with Perimeter institute’s  

RobeRt colbeck, in the iQc optics lab of pRoF. kevIn RescH. 

rEsEarchErs tEst “quantumnEss” of dEvicEs

strong quantitativE bEnchmarking of quantum  

opticaL dEvicEs, Physical review a 83, (may 20, 2011) 

iQc researchers natHan kIlloRan and pRoF. noRbeRt lütkenHaus  

have devised a method to determine whether a device, in spite of inherent 

imperfections, maintains enough “quantumness” to perform meaningful  

quantum communication.

in a paper published recently in Physical Review A, they describe a 

new benchmarking strategy to determine whether an optical quantum 

communications device is operating within the “quantum domain.” 

useful quantum communication requires quantum entanglement — the strong correlation between particles such as photons  

— and the iQc researchers were able to get a clear picture of how well communication devices preserve entanglement.

“everything is based on the idea that truly quantum communication devices will preserve entanglement,” said Killoran,  

a Phd student at iQc. “our recent paper takes this one step further, showing that we can, with minimal resources,  

quantify how much entanglement is lost or preserved in a device.” 
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04 i q c . u w a t e r l o o . c a

Leggett to return for five more years 
for the fifth consecutive summer, nobel Prize-winner sIR antHony leggett delivered 

a lecture series at iQc spanning fundamental questions of quantum mechanics to 

applications of quantum information. iQc is thrilled to announce that leggett has 

renewed his visiting professorship at iQc and will continue to spend his summers 

teaching, collaborating and mentoring at the institute. 

video recordings of leggett’s 2011 lecture series are posted on the QuantumiQc 

youtube channel at youtube.com/quantumiqc.

leggett (right) pictured with iQc executive director raymond laflamme. 

scIence 
hiGhliGhts

PostDoC shakEs 
thE QuaNtum Box  

Iqc postdoc kRIsteR sHalm described an experiment he 
conducted with university of toronto colleagues as akin to shaking 
a wrapped christmas present in hopes of discerning its contents.  

shalm and his colleagues discerned the hidden goings-on within a 

classic “double-slit” experiment without actually looking inside the 

experiment. the ingenuity of their technique, which they described 

in Science, garnered attention from plenty of media, including cBc 

radio’s popular science program Quirks and Quarks. “some new 

work by dr. Krister shalm and his colleagues may have shown a 

way to outsmart nature a little,” host Bob mcdonald said during an 

on-air interview with shalm.

check out shalm’s blog at quantumpie.com for more information. 

faLL coursEs
thE foLLowing coursEs wiLL bE offErEd  

at iqc during thE faLL sEmEstEr. 

qIc 710 quantum Information processing 
Instructor: Prof. Richard Cleve (0.5 credit) 

Quantum information Processing seeks to harness the strange 
power of quantum mechanics to provide a qualitatively 
different and more powerful way of processing information 
than “classical” physics seems to allow. the objective of this 
course is to introduce this multidisciplinary subject at the 
graduate level.

qIc 880 nanoelectronics for quantum  
Information processing
Instructor: Prof. Adrian Lupaşcu (0.5 credit) 

electrodynamics of superconductors, Bcs theory and 
tunnel junctions, the Josephson effect, flux and fluxoid 
quantization, quantization of electric circuits, the basic types 
of superconducting qubits, decoherence in the solid state, 
circuit quantum electrodynamics, readout of nanoscale qubits, 
fabrication of qubit devices, and measurement techniques.

qIc 820 theory of quantum Information
Instructor: Prof. John Watrous (0.5 credit) 

this course presents a mathematical treatment of the theory 
of quantum information, with a focus on the development of 
concepts and methods that are fundamental to a broad range 
of studies in quantum algorithms and complexity, quantum 
cryptography, and quantum shannon theory. the course is 
intended for graduate students at the masters or Phd level 
that have previously taken an introductory course (at the 
undergraduate or graduate level) in quantum computation.  

qIc 890 design in quantum systems
Instructor: Prof. David Cory (0.5 credit) 

this course is aimed at students interested in learning how 
to integrate quantum information processing into design of 
quantum devices. the course will start with an example  
design for a quantum random number generator. 

Photo by Peter lee courtesy of the Waterloo Region Record
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quantum frontiErs 
distinguishEd LEcturE sEriEs 
dR. RalpH meRkle, a pioneer in molecular nanotechnology, delivered 

the second installment of the Quantum Frontiers Distinguished 

Lecture Series on June 24, 2011. merkle, who is based at singularity 

university and the institute for 

molecular manufacturing, focused 

his talk on an intriguing question: 

if you could arrange atoms exactly 

as you wanted, how would you 

arrange them? the answers 

proved a fascinating glimpse into 

nanotechnology research. 

schrEitEr wins  
vaniEr fELLowship 
congratulations to iQc graduate student 

kuRt scHReIteR, who has been awarded the 

prestigious vanier canada Graduate fellowship, 

valued at $50,000 annually over three 

years. the award will help schreiter, whose 

graduate work has focused on chirped-pulse 

interferometry for non-invasive biomedical 

imaging, pursue his doctoral studies. 

Freeman Dyson
renowned theoretical physicist and mathematician FReeman dyson 

visited iQc on June 2, the day after he delivered a Perimeter institute 

Public lecture. dyson, whose wide-ranging interests span everything 

from space travel to nuclear disarmament, toured iQc labs and met 

with professors mIcHele mosca, Raymond laFlamme and  

iQc Board chair tom bRzustowskI. 

ontario’s ministry of Research and Innovation 

recognized the importance of quantum 

information science by awarding four Iqc 

faculty members with early Researcher awards. 

professors JoNathaN Baugh, aNDREW ChILDs, 

thomas JENNEWEIN and aDRIaN LuPaşCu 

received the awards, which are valued at 

$100,000, with a matching $50,000 from a 

home/partner institution and an additional 

$40,000 for indirect costs. Jennewein received 

an additional $125,000 from the ministry’s 

“Research Infrastructure” program for his  

work in quantum photonics devices. these 

awards will help these four faculty members 

continue their pioneering work in quantum 

information, spanning algorithms, computation 

and communications. 

FouR IQC FaCuLty 
WIN EaRLy 

REsEaRChER aWaRDs



Questions 
& Answers
Get to know iQc people

Hometown?  

i was born in beautiful montreal.

what first intrigued you about 
quantum science? 
i became interested in the subject  

after reading Surely You’re Joking,  

Mr. Feynman! by richard feynman. 

curiously, i met our own raymond 

laflamme soon after reading the book. 

Although i struggled with the very 

abstract concepts (and still do!), i was 

hooked the minute raymond described 

the exciting things happening here.  

i’d been following moore’s law and  

was intrigued by what lay beyond the 

“wall” predicted by moore.

what are you currently working on? 
my team and i are juggling the  

day-to-day operational demands of 

the rAc i temporary fabrication facility 

with the many tasks associated with 

implementing the state-of-the-art 

Quantum nano fabrication facility in 

our future home on campus.

what scientist (past or present) 
inspires you, and why? 
there are several, but three definitely 

stand out. i owe a huge debt of 

gratitude to my masters’ thesis advisor, 

les landsberger, my mentor and friend. 

i’d probably still be wandering aimlessly 

in downtown montreal were it not for 

les’ guidance and encouragement (long 

story). Also, claude Jean of teledyne 

dalsa taught me much about work 

ethic, integrity, communication skills and 

equity in the workplace. he’s executive 

vP and Gm of teledyne dalsa’s foundry 

operations but remains a physicist at 

heart (i’m sure he secretly envies me  

for having met stephen hawking). 

finally, richard feynman inspired me 

with his ability to explain incredibly 

complex concepts in simple terms  

and interact with people of vastly 

different backgrounds.

How would you briefly describe 
what you do to a layperson? 
i bring together competent, hard-working 

people, and we implement and refine 

the infrastructure and technologies our 

researchers need to build devices that  

will result in meaningful, positive  

impacts on society.

what hobbies/interests do you 
have away from Iqc? 
with my family in tow, i enjoy exploring 

this great region we now call home as 

well as our vast and diverse country.  

i’ve recently taken up an old love, 

cycling, after 20 years of neglect, and i 

continue to thoroughly enjoy tinkering 

with all things mechanical.

what continues to pique your 
curiosity, scientifically or 
otherwise? the beauty and power of 

the natural world as well as the great 

expanse of space. i vaguely remember 

seeing the first moon walk on a fuzzy 

black & white tv and, having seen both 

the first and last space shuttle launches 

live, i wonder what lies ahead for human 

space travel. finally, i’m both stunned 

and thrilled at the pace of change of 

technology all around us. 

get to know:  

vito logiudice | director of operations, fabrication facility

06 i q c . u w a t e r l o o . c a
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Hometown? A little rural town called murwillumbah, near the 

easternmost tip of Australia. it’s nestled under mt. warning, which 

sees the first beams of sunlight on Australian soil every morning.

what first intrigued you about quantum science? 
its counterintuitiveness, although probably everyone says that. 

of course i’m used to it now, but only in the sense that i expect 

quantum mechanics to surprise me every now and then.

what are you currently investigating? i’m part of a project 

aiming to put a quantum receiver onto an orbiting satellite, so most 

of my time is spent looking into the various issues involved with that 

(as well as the inescapable paperwork that comes with it).

what scientist (past or present) inspires you, and why? 
this will sound like a cop-out, but i couldn’t possibly narrow it down 

to one. every scientist inspires me, at least in some way. i find science 

itself an inherently inspiring process for its powerful devotion to 

truth, in spite of superstition and authority.

How would you briefly describe quantum information 
science to a complete layperson? the universe is basically 

a very big, very powerful information processing system. But the 

language it uses is very strange, with limited vocabulary and unusual 

grammar. Quantum mechanics has taught us what this language is. 

Quantum information science is about figuring out what can be said 

in this new language, and how to go about saying it.

what hobbies/interests do you have away from Iqc? 
i’m interested in a bunch of things, some i indulge in more often 

than others — technology, games, art, music, and photography 

(particularly if it involves cute critters of some kind)... i’d be interested 

in more things if i had the time.

what continues to pique your curiosity, scientifically or 
otherwise? All sorts of things. i suppose one of the bigger (though 

arguably philosophical) things that makes me ponder is the idea 

of information as a universal foundation. “it from bit”, as wheeler 

put it. the concept that, not only is our experience of the physical 

world limited by informational processes (defined by the restrictions 

of our physical senses), but that the physical universe itself can be 

viewed as operating on informational processes at its foundation, is 

something that i find wonderfully fascinating. i guess that goes some 

way to explain why i study quantum information.

Hometown? Gahanna, ohio. it is a suburb of columbus.

what first intrigued you about quantum science? 
Quantum science is just weird. it’s nothing like the classical 

physics we experience in our everyday lives. At the same time it 

is very real, and exploring the quantum world has led to many 

new technologies and a different understanding of the rules that 

govern our world.  

what are you currently investigating? my project is a 

magnetic resonance experiment that involves enhancing the 

signal of nuclear spins using their couplings to electrons in a 

solid crystal. electrons are relatively easy to control while nuclei 

have smaller interactions with their environment and can thus 

store information for longer times. this work has applications in 

medical imaging as well as quantum information science.

what scientist (past or present) inspires you, and why? 
while it is always interesting to read about old physicists like 

faraday and tesla tinkering in their labs and discovering amazing 

phenomena, the scientists who actually inspire me are the ones 

i work with every day. i learn the most from my fellow students 

and researchers, and their enthusiasm is so encouraging.

How would you briefly describe what you do to a 
layperson? i try to control quantum systems using the 

interactions within the systems and limiting the influence of their 

environment. more specifically i use magnetic fields to control 

electrons and nuclei.

what hobbies/interests do you have away from Iqc? 
i love cooking and baking, and of course eating! i also enjoy 

running and having been taking boxing classes since i moved  

to waterloo.  

what continues to pique your curiosity, scientifically 
or otherwise? i really just like solving puzzles — from the big 

mysteries of science to the everyday challenges of trying to 

figure out how to tackle some problem in the lab. 

get to know:  

brendon Higgins 
Postdoctoral fellow

get to know:  

sarah sheldon 
Graduate student 



quantum connections

IQC Online

the Quantum Library  
visit pubs.iqc.uwaterloo.ca and see our new  

publications database — home to hundreds of journal 

articles, conference proceedings and other publications  

by iQc researchers.  

@QuantumIQC   
follow us on twitter to find out what’s happening at the institute today. 

we tweet about our current events, new publications, breakthroughs, 

conferences, what’s coming up for iQc’s 10th anniversary celebrations 

and more. tag us #QuantumIQC in your tweets! 

08 i q c . u w a t e r l o o . c a

facebook.com/quantumiqctwitter @QuantumIQC flickr.com/quantumiqcyoutube.com/quantumiqc 

usEQIP on youtube
nineteen exceptional students from around the world 

attended the undergraduate school on experimental Quantum 

information Processing at iQc from may 30 to June 10.  

for those unable to attend, the full useQiP lectures are 

available on the QuantumiQc youtube channel.

find these and many other videos on our  

youtube channel at youtube.com/quantumiqc.
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from “campers” to collaborators
visiting students stay for the summer and intern with faculty

this summer iQc hosted a pair of conferences 

aimed at introducing a new generation of 

students to theoretical and experimental 

approaches to quantum information science. 

the undergraduate school on experimental 

Quantum information Processing (useQiP) 

hosted 19 canadian and international 

university students for two weeks spanning 

may and June. in August, iQc welcomed 

40 exceptional high school students 

from around the world for the weeklong 

Quantum cryptography school for young 

students (Qcsys). “Both programs were 

a huge success thanks to the curiosity and 

enthusiasm the students had for quantum 

science,” said iQc’s scientific outreach 

manager, martin laforest.  

many of the students from the camps stayed 

at iQc for the rest of the summer as interns, 

working alongside iQc faculty on a range of 

topics at the forefront of quantum research. 

andRew mcmullen

4th year engineering Physics 

(computing option),  

Queen’s university

aRtuR czeRwInskI

3rd year theoretical Physics, nicolaus 

copernicus university, torun, Poland

alex paRent

4th year Physics (computing option), 

university of waterloo

daRyl cHulHo Hyun

4th year Applied Physics,  

university of waterloo

dmItRI IoucHtcHenko 

3rd year computational Biochemistry, 

university of waterloo

eRIka JanItz 

4th year electrical engineering 

(Quantum information option), 

university of waterloo

maRIlyne tHIbault 

2nd year Physics, laval university

Jacob paRkeR 

4th year computer science,  

university of waterloo

JonatHan zung

4th year mathematics,  

university of toronto

Jean maIllaRd 

3rd year theoretical Physics,  

imperial college, london, uK

logan wRIgHt 

4th year engineering Physics,  

Queen’s university

aRunacHalam sRInIvasan

4th year electrical engineering, 

national institute for technology 

Karnataka, mangalore, india

mIRIam dIamond 

4th year Physics, carleton university

pHIlIp ReInHold

4th year Physics and computer 

science, university of chicago

lauRa RIcHaRds

1st year master of computer science, 

university of Guelph

sHItIkantH 

4th year computer science and 

engineering, indian institute of 

technology, Kanpur, india

sHaun sawyeR

3rd year Applied mathematics, 

university of waterloo

tapasH J. saRkaR  

3rd year  electrical engineering,  

Physics and mathematics,  

rice university, houston

maRcel van Helden 

4th year Physics,  

university of waterloo  

Iqc’s summer interns:

inquisitive students participate in 

two successful summer schools 

hosted by iqc: qcsys (above) 

and usEqip (left).



Proving that the truth can be stranger — and more 

amazing — than fiction, iQc postdoctoral fellow  

kRIsteR sHalm and magician dan tRommateR 

presented “Quantum Physics and harry Potter,” two 

fascinating evenings of magic and science held at 

waterloo’s Princess twin cinemas on July 14 and 15. 

10

more amazing 
than fiction

more than 250 students at waterloo’s  

st. matthew elementary school got a hands-on 

look at the wonders of quantum science during 

a visit from iQc researchers on June 8. 

i q c . u w a t e r l o o . c a

community
in the

cirque  
de la science

sLits and raiLs 
it was almost certainly the first of its kind:  

a human-sized re-creation of the classic double-slit 

quantum experiment — on a moving train.  

on June 24, iQc participated in the second annual 

steel rail sessions, a moving mash-up of arts, 

science and culture that chugalugged between 

waterloo and st. Jacobs. the iQc installation 

ushered human “photons” through a pair of 

large slits, and projectors captured images of 

the participants in unique ways that depicted 

(metaphorically) the wave-particle duality of 

light. nearly 300 passengers walked through the 

installation, which was one of many eclectic and 

thought-provoking exhibits on the 10-car train. 



Research assistant professor
Guo-Xing miao 

postdoctoral Fellows
lin chen 

silvano Garnarone  

Zhengfeng Ji  

mustafa muhammad 

graduate students
marcin Kotowski 

michal Kotowski 

Jeremy Kroeker 

Alexandre laplante 

vadym Kliuchnikov 

matthew Amy 

Antonio scotland 

Juan miguel Arrazola

John donohue 

Aimee heinrichs

Gregory holloway

Joseph rebstock

denis-Alexandre trottier

Zak webb 

chris Pugh 

takafumi nakano 

Joshua Geller 

sadegh raeisi 

Joachim nsofini

Kaveh Gharavi 

matthew Graydon

holger haas 

Research assistants
daryoush shiri

Allison macdonald 

long-term visitor
Aleksandrs Belovs 

arrivals
focus on 
science
as part of iqc’s 10th anniversary events, we will be hosting 
a slate of new academic conferences and workshops. 

where have  
you been? 
do you have a photo of 

yourself wearing an iqc hat or 

t-shirt somewhere outside of 

waterloo? E-mail us at  

iqc@uwaterloo.ca or join us at 

flickr.com/quantumiqc  11

marco pIani visiting 
canmore, alberta. 

Distinguished  

Lecture series  

in collaboration with  

the waterloo institute  

for nanotechnology,  

iqc continues its quantum 

frontiers distinguished  

Lecture series, featuring 

renowned experts from  

around the world.

Recent Progress in  

Quantum algorithms  

april 11-13, 2012

undergraduate school on 

Experimental Quantum  

Information Processing 

may 28-June 8, 2012

12th annual Canadian 

summer school on Quantum 

Information 

June 11-15, 2012

9th Canadian student 

Conference & 2nd aQua  

student Congress on  

Quantum Information 

June 18-22, 2012

tropical QkD 

July 25-29, 2012

Quantum Cryptography  

school for young students   

august 13-17, 2012

Quantum Information 

Processing with spins and 

superconductors  

date to be determined  



women in  
physics canada
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looK for the neXt issue of NewBit cominG in the winter!

more than 60 female physicists from across north America came to 

waterloo in July for a conference that explored many of the deepest 

questions in physics — including the question of why women are so 

underrepresented in the field.

the Women in Physics Canada conference, developed and 

co-hosted by iQc and Perimeter institute, featured three days 

of scientific lectures, workshops and networking sessions, 

as well as panel discussions about female involvement in a 

predominantly male field.

“the quality of the talks, the attitudes of the participants, the 

sharing and openness between them — it all created a great 

experience,” said iQc postdoctoral fellow anne bRoadbent, 

who co-created the conference with Perimeter institute postdoc 

saRaH cRoke. “there’s a lot of enthusiasm for the conference to 

happen again, and we know there’s a need for it.”

visit flickr.com/quantumiqc to see all of the photos from  

Women in Physics Canada. 




